H ow many times is it now that you have heard the "Hallelujah" chorus come wafting over the bread aisle or reverberating from the radio since just after Halloween (or Reformation Day, if one prefers)? Apart from whatever else one might be thinking on such occasions these December days, how often it happens that one turns to a companion and says, "That comes from Revelation 11 and 19, you know." Well, perhaps not, but most are at least under the impression that the libretto of this oratorio (never minding for the moment the musicological arguments over calling Messiah an oratorio) has been assembled from verses from the Bible. While this is true enough on the surface, it was, of course, no mere cut-and-paste job. Questions arise about how and why the text ended up as it did and about how to respond to it now that we have it. This essay introduces a number of English-language sources that have gone about answering these questions in a variety of ways, some by way of criticism and commentary and others by way of devotion. Still other more general titles will be listed under Further Reading, which approach Messiah more historically and musicologically, as some of them are often cited in the more focused sources under consideration.
Messiah was not even intended to premiere during the Christmas season. The libretto for Messiah was compiled in 1741 by Charles Jennens, with whom Handel also collaborated on Saul and Belshazzar, among other works. Jennens submitted the text to Handel with the hope that Handel would set the text to music and perform it during the following Holy Week. The major source for the text was the Authorised (King James) Version of the Bible of 1611, although Jennens also used, for the Psalms, the translation from the 1662 Book of Common Prayer. Twenty-four days after Handel started to work, the music was complete. Messiah premiered in Dublin at the Fishamble Street Musick Hall on April 13, 1742. As glorious as the music is and whatever commentary Handel might be making on Jennens' libretto, though, where would one find commentary on Jennens' process and on the libretto itself?
A handy place to start is with Peter Jacobi's The Messiah Book: The Life and Times of G. F. Handel's Greatest Hit (New York: St. Martin's Press, 1982) , in particular pages 104 and following, in which Jacobi lays out the libretto section by section with corresponding biblical references alongside. Other sources often specify sections of the libretto to be discussed, so Jacobi's layout can be helpful in keeping track of the biblical citations. Jacobi otherwise provides an accessible overview of the production and performance history of Messiah, as well as some general commentary on the text and music.
As mentioned above, strains of Messiah can be ubiquitous as the Christmas season approaches, and it is the Christmas music, Part I of Messiah, to which Mark Brummitt turns his attention in "Hand(e)ling the Messiah" (The Expository Times 117:3 [December 2005]: 95-99). Brummitt provides section-by-section commentary on the "clever cut-and-paste" (97) narrative, a "meditation on the story of Christ formed predominantly out of Old Testament texts" (99)-contextualizing the biblical verses, noting more up-to-date translations of the Authorised Version text, and bringing in relevant historical points surrounding the production and performance of Messiah. He concludes with some emphasis on the use of Isaiah in the libretto, and the "circle[s] of interpretation" (p. 99) that can result from how and when we hear texts relative to one another-how, for example, the hearing of Messiah affects how listeners perceive Isaiah, and vice versa.
Isaiah, which provides more of the quoted verses in Messiah than any of the other thirteen biblical books quoted in the composition, is the focus for Andrew Davies' consideration of the libretto in "Oratorio as Exegesis: The Use of the Book of Isaiah in Handel's Messiah" (Biblical Interpretation 15 [2007] : 464-484). Davies analyzes not only what parts of Isaiah Jennens used in the libretto but also what Jennens could have used and did not, noting some intriguing omissions and coming to the conclusion that "Jennens…was not a man to allow the unpleasantness of atonement theology to infiltrate his 'fine Entertainment'" (472). Under the rubric of "Music as Exegesis" he goes on to more musicological considerations (which account for more than half the article) through an approach of phenomenological reader-response criticism as he asks "what Handel is saying to us through the sound of Messiah as well as through its words" (474). The justification for this is the lack of such study in other works on the Bible in music, which "frequently [focus] on the musical work as just another element in the reception history of the biblical text…" (473). If one would prefer to take Martin Marty's approach (reacting to Marissen) and "forgive one another for doing violence to one another's texts and then sing lustily" (Marty, "Handel Scandal," Christian Century 124:10 [May 15, 2007] : 47), a number of monographs might enable that approach by treating Messiah from a devotional perspective. With slight differences in structure and the expected different perspectives among individual interpreters, each one proceeds through the libretto to comment on it section by section. Publishing, 1993) , returns more to the commentary end of the spectrum "for the benefit of those who sing and hear Messiah with perhaps as little background for an appreciation of the words as I had [in college]" (vii). He treats, again, each of the fifty-three sections of the libretto though still only within a few pages per section or group of (brief ) sections.
Finally, Carol Bechtel Reynolds with her Hallelujah: The Bible and Handel's Messiah (Pittsburgh: The Kerygma Program, 1995) has provided a two-volume offering of curriculum with the intent of doing group Bible study (based on the NRSV) through an appreciation of selections from Messiah. The "Resource Book" includes the study material, reflection questions, etc., and the "leader's Guide" provides various session plans, supply lists, suggested topics for lectures, activities, and so on.
So from the bread aisle to the concert hall, the efforts of Handel and Jennens will soon be everywhere. Wherever one encounters this stirring, inspirational, and perhaps even controversial composition and its more popular parts, these resources can provide a broader understanding of the work and an opportunity to explore the concept of this Messiah.
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